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Purpose: Children acquiring English use copula forms in formulaic constructions (e.g., it’s)
before using copula forms accurately with a variety of sentence subjects. Children may be
susceptible to relying on copula forms learned by rote when the copulas they hear in parent
input are frequently formulaic.
Methods: In this investigation, copulas in parent input to typically developing, English-speaking toddlers were classified by whether they were contracted to the sentence subject and by
whether that subject was pronominal or lexical. Children’s growth in copula productivity between 27 and 33 months of age was measured by quantifying combinations of copula am,
are, is, was, and were with unique subjects.
Results: Parents’ use of copula is with contraction to pronominal subjects outnumbered
uses with lexical subjects or without contraction. Parents’ use of the less common copulas,
with low-frequency lexical subjects or without contraction to the subject, was significantly
positively related to children’s subsequent growth in unique subject+copula combinations.
However, parents’ use of copulas contracted to pronouns was not related to children’s copula productivity.
Conclusions: These findings hold implications for understanding how children make use of
grammatical information in parent input, for how to measure children’s grammatical growth,
and for enhancing the copula input provided by clinicians and parents.
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INTRODUCTION
In the study of child language acquisition, it is traditional to compare children’s attempts at sentences to what adults consider grammatical. When children do not produce a particular structure that adults would consider obligatory, these omissions are
seen as a reflection of the child’s grammatical knowledge or competence at that time.
Historically, children typically acquiring language have been described as initially
omitting grammatical morphemes that carry information for tense and agreement (i.e.,
finiteness). Children then inconsistently include those morphemes, and ultimately use
them with adult-like accuracy [1]. These morphemes include the copula and auxiliary
BE (i.e., am, is, are, was, were), third singular -s, past tense -ed, and auxiliary DO (i.e.,
do, does, did). The observation that children use these morphemes optionally before
reaching adult-like use has been attested cross-linguistically in typical development
and is also true of children with language disorders [2-4].
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Typically developing toddlers acquiring English provide evidence that tense and agreement morphemes develop in a
predictable sequence. Children use copula is in multiple
unique sentences before the other tense morphemes such as
past tense -ed and auxiliaries emerge [5,6]. Furthermore,
tense and agreement morphemes develop systematically with
correct uses of the copula relating to accurate uses of the later
developing morphemes through cross-morpheme facilitation
[7-9]. Copula is appears to initiate the acquisition of the rest of
the tense and agreement system with emergence around age
2 and 90% mastery at around age 4 and a half [4,10].
As with the other tense and agreement morphemes, children have often been described as using copula forms optionally before gradually reaching mastery [1]. However, more recent evidence suggests that correct uses are followed by omissions [11,12]. This pattern resembles the common observation that children use irregular past tense correctly (i.e., went)
before going on to produce classic overregularizations (i.e.,
goed; [13]). Evidence from spontaneous data reveals that the
copula is characteristically absent from typically developing
children’s first obligatory contexts (e.g., It mine; You hungry).
Then, children use copula forms correctly in highly predictable frames such as it’s or that’s. These uses, which are technically correct, coincide with omissions in other utterances in
the same conversation. Omissions are then gradually replaced
with the use of copula forms in combination with novel subjects (e.g., That elephant is in).

true knowledge of the syntactic, semantic, and phonological
features of the copula before an abstract representation plays
a role in their productions. In this case, children are not using
their own grammatical systems productively. The term productivity refers to children’s use of grammatical structures
generated from their own grammatical knowledge [16,17]. To
develop grammar, uses of LSF must be replaced with productive subject+copula combinations. When this occurs, children
use more creative (i.e., lower frequency) subjects and predicates, marked by a shift from pronouns to lexical NPs [8].
Traditional developmental measures of tense and agreement marking have not always accounted for the transitional
period from productions taken directly from the input to productions generated by a productive, abstract system. Percent
accuracy is a widely used method for measuring children’s
knowledge of tense and agreement marking [4,18]. Accuracy
is a rather stable measure revealing gradual growth of grammatical knowledge when used with children who have demonstrated sufficient emergence of tense and agreement morphemes in a range of sentence types, particularly past age 4
[19,20]. However, stability in scores is not observed when accuracy is used to measure tense and agreement marking
when omissions are still present in children’s utterances. For
the average child, tense and agreement morphemes are
largely absent before age 2 [10]. When children initially use
the copula in LSF they have heard in the input (e.g., It’s mine),
a temporary increase in tense marking accuracy is observed
[11,12]. As a result of tense and agreement morpheme omissions, accuracy scores subsequently drop as toddlers generate
sentences independently of fixed phrases pulled from the input (e.g., This book _ mine).
Productivity scores are an alternative for measuring grammatical development in very young children [21,22]. Measures of productivity emphasize the significance of children’s
combination of subjects and finiteness morphemes instead
of measuring only the functional morphemes themselves as
accuracy scores do. The emphasis on the subject+morpheme
combinations recognizes that accuracy scores may be inflated
by finiteness morphemes that are paired with high frequency,
repeated subjects (e.g., it’s, that’s). Hadley and colleagues have
used productivity measures to track the early development of
tense and agreement morphemes [21-23]. These measures,
such as the tense and agreement productivity (TAP) score, are
more conservative than percent accuracy in crediting the
child only once for the first instance of a subject+morpheme
or verb+morpheme combination but not for subsequent uses

Limited scope formulae
It’s and that’s are examples of a phenomenon known as limited scope formulae. Limited scope formulae (LSF) are stereotypical phrases that are used by rote automatically [14]. Braine
[14] described children’s initial word combinations like these
as a “constant-plus-variable” providing the examples “it’s a X”
and “there’s a X” (p. 27). He explained that these formulae are
limited in scope in that children use them for expressing very
specific meanings only, for example, identifying something.
Put another way, children’s earliest uses of grammatical morphemes such as the copula are produced without a true syntactic representation [8]. Instead, they are produced via a direct connection between the referent and phonetic content
[15]. Certain fixed, stereotypical uses of copula forms are frequently heard in the parent input. Very often, these LSF-like
combinations are pronominal subjects such as what or that
combined with contracted forms of copula is. Children may
begin to produce segments such as what’s and that’s without
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and by capping the total uses of any of the morphemes at five.
In the TAP score, “she is” and “the teacher is” are sufficiently
unique, and “cow walks” and “cow walked” are sufficiently
unique. An advantage to productivity measures over accuracy
measures for very young children is that they capture the onset of utterances that children generate from their own grammars as opposed to awarding credit for tense morphemes
learned from LSF.

of reliance on the input, these children may use fewer unique
subjects with copulas and fewer copula conjugations (e.g.,
am, were). This possibility is important to explore for two reasons. First, if structural properties of copula input relate to
children’s copula growth, we will better understand how children make use of different forms of input. Second, overestimation of grammatical knowledge may be especially likely for
children whose copula use is produced by rote and not produced through grammatical encoding. Therefore, an investigation of the relationship between parents’ use of copulas in
LSF-like constructions and children’s subsequent propensity
for unique subject+copula combinations would not only help
us understand what forms of parent copulas best facilitate uptake. Such an investigation would also shed light on whether
traditional measures of grammatical development are more
likely to over credit some children’s grammatical knowledge.
To be clear, we recognize that parents are aware of morpheme
boundaries when using input such as what’s and that’s. We
refer to this input as LSF here for convenience because this
input is highly reminiscent of the child utterances Braine [14]
described as being formulaic and limited in their scope.
The extant literature leaves a gap in our understanding of
the role of parent LSF on children’s copula acquisition. Some
previous studies have either measured productivity for the
entire suite of tense and agreement morphemes or have
quantified only copulas in parent and children’s utterances.
Rispoli et al. [31] found that a productivity score inclusive of
multiple tense/agreement morphemes was a stable, valid
measure of children’s grammatical growth and a predictor of
subsequent tense/agreement accuracy. Hadley et al.’s [32] investigation revealed that finiteness information in parent input was related to children’s overall finiteness productivity.
This suggests that a study homing in on copula is, the morpheme that initiates the tense and agreement system, may
also uncover valuable relationships. Rispoli et al. [27] classified parent copulas by full or reduced form and by clausal position, finding that the intersection of full form copulas and
declarative structure was positively related to children’s later
copula is productivity.

Children’s uptake of parent input
Previous explorations of children’s acquisition of copula
forms revealed that parents’ provision of grammatical structures is related to children’s subsequent use of the same structures [24,25]. However, it is important to understand the influence of parent copulas beyond solely the number of occurrences in the input. Certain instances of grammatical morphemes in parent input may be more helpful for children’s
grammatical growth than others. For example, child-directed
auxiliaries in parents’ genuine, information-seeking questions
are more useful than the same auxiliaries in test questions
[26]. Likewise, children make differential use of copula input
based on whether the form precedes or follows the sentence
subject (i.e., questions vs. declaratives; [27,28]). Thus, children
do more with input than just track the number of exposures to
a structure. Their uptake from the input differs from exposure
to exposure of a morpheme.
This leads us to consider in what ways parents and clinicians could provide copulas that will best take advantage of
children’s learning strategies. For one, when adults use copulas with lexical NP subjects, those subjects are more likely to
have concrete referents in the environment than pronominal
subjects are. Further, using lexical NP subjects may yield morpheme boundaries that are easier for children to detect because the transitional probability between the subject and the
copula is lower [29]. On the other hand, LSF (e.g., that’s) have
relatively higher transitional probabilities between the subject
and the copula, obscuring the morpheme boundary. Lastly,
uses of the full form of copula is are more acoustically salient
than contracted copulas because the formant frequencies of
the vowel nucleus make the syllable more audibly noticeable
[30]. In input resembling LSF, contracted copulas (i.e., it’s instead of it is) are lower in phonetic salience and reduced to an
acoustically shorter duration.
Children who hear parent copulas that resembles LSF more
often than their peers may be particularly susceptible to relying on LSF when they attempt copulas themselves. As a result

The current study
The current study seeks to build upon the findings of previous
studies by classifying parent copula forms into one of two categories based on both the structure of each copula and the
subjects combined with each copula. This study additionally
builds upon previous uses of productivity scores as a way of
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determining children’s progress toward mastery (i.e., true
learning; [21,22,31]). This is accomplished by measuring all of
children’s unique subject+copula combinations (e.g., These
guys are red) with no caps on the number that can be credited
and without restricting credit to only the use of is. To understand what types of parent input contribute to children’s
cross-morpheme facilitation, the outcome measure should
include uses of the structure in question (i.e., copula) across
person and number agreement combinations (e.g., are, was)
and not only forms that children used exactly as parents had
used them (e.g., is, it’s). Therefore, this study is expected to
contribute new information to our understanding of copula
development by classifying parent copula use in a new way
and by measuring children’s copula productivity in a way that
will avoid the potential for ceiling effects and in a way that reveals progress across the entire copula system. Specifically,
this investigation is expected to provide insight into how children transition from using copula is exactly as it is heard in
parent input to using copula forms productively in original
sentences. The rationale for the focus on third person singular
copula is as opposed to am, are or past tense forms is threefold. First, is occurs more frequently in parent input than
other copula forms [32,33]. Second, young children productively use copula is before other tense and agreement morphemes [31]. Since copula is acquisition occurs relatively
early, a measure of productive use allows us to better understand the role of input in children’s initial emergence of the
tense and agreement system [5]. Third, each copula form that
is contractible to a subject (i.e., is, am, are) has a unique phonetic form. Third person singular is productions are reduced
in phonetic form because of contraction to the high frequency
sibilant sound [s], whereas am and are when contracted, are
reduced to sonorants, which are easier to perceive [30]. Each
instance of is in parent input will be examined for the presence of contraction to the sentence subject (i.e., is or ’s). Next,
the subjects combined with each copula is will be classified as
one of two types, pronominal or lexical.
The following research questions are addressed:
1. How does the structure of parent copula forms vary as
characterized by contraction and subject type?
2. How does this variation relate to children’s growth in
subject-copula productivity?
Based on previous literature, we predict that parent copulas
that are either contracted or combined with a high frequency
pronoun (i.e., LSF copulas) will outnumber parent copulas
that are either uncontracted or combined with low frequency,

lexical NP subjects (i.e., non-LSF copulas). Next, LSF copulas
are expected to be negatively related to children’s growth in
unique subject+copula combinations (i.e., USC) just as children are beginning to use copula forms productively. On the
other hand, non-LSF copulas (e.g., The tea is ready; The diamond’s yours?) are expected to be positively related to children’s growth in USC.

METHODS
Participants
Participants included 11 mothers and their typically developing, monolingual, English-speaking children (6 male and 5 female children). The transcripts were acquired from the Child
Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES), an online database of donated language transcripts [34]. Ten children’s transcripts were selected from the Manchester corpus of CHILDES because the research questions in the current study required dense, longitudinal sampling. Samples in the Manchester corpus were collected by Anna Theakston and colleagues for a longitudinal study of 2- to 3-year-old typically
developing children acquiring British English [35]. The children whose transcripts were used were Anne, Aran, Carl,
Dominic, Gail, Joel, John, Liz, Ruth, and Warren. Two children
in the Manchester corpus, Becky and Nicole, were excluded
because their language samples began too late for the present
research questions (i.e., 24 months of age). To compensate for
this exclusion, Nina, the only child in the Suppes corpus, was
added because her language samples were collected beginning at a similar age to the rest of the Manchester corpus with
even denser sampling and with recordings that importantly
were the same duration as the Manchester recordings [36]. In
both the Manchester and Suppes corpora, children were audiotaped for 1-hour language samples while engaging in normal play activities with their mothers in their homes. Families
were reported to be of middle-class SES, but as parent age and
educational level were not primary measures in the original
studies, that information is not reported.
The present study used donated transcripts of language
samples that were collected when the children were 23, 27,
and 33 months old. Mothers’ utterances were analyzed when
the children were 23 months old, which was the earliest measurement point for which all children had an available transcript. Because parents increase the complexity of their input
in response to their children’s development, it was important
to analyze input as early as possible to reduce the likelihood
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that parents’ copula use was influenced by their children’s utterances. Child utterances were analyzed when the children
were 27 months (mean MLU = 2.62) and 33 months (mean
MLU = 3.13) old.

driving the car). The non-LSF code was used for sentences
with lexical NP subjects combined with isn’t. Although isn’t
contains a contraction, the copula itself is not reduced (e.g.,
This dress isn’t on right).

Coding

Child utterances

Parent utterances

All spontaneous, complete, and fully intelligible child utterances were coded by the second author in transcripts of samples collected when children were 27 and 33 months. All
forms of copula BE (i.e., is, am, are, was, were) were identified, including contracted forms (e.g., it’s).

In both corpora, all complete, spontaneous, and fully intelligible child-directed utterances had been previously transcribed.
To answer the first research question and describe parents’
variation in use of copulas, the second author examined all
parent utterances for the presence of copula is and applied
codes to each instance to quantify the number of LSF copulas
and non-LSF copulas.
Coding procedures gave particular attention to coding only
copula forms and not other forms of contracted ’s such as
possessive (e.g., Mommy’s book) or the auxiliaries is, does, or
has (e.g., Mommy’s trying; What’s the duck say?; Mommy’s
got some). All copulas were coded in multiclausal utterances
(e.g., Mine is blue and yours is green). Sentence subjects were
identified to determine whether each copula had been combined with a pronominal or lexical subject. To determine the
subject of questions, the subject and verb were inverted to
transform the sentence into declarative word order (e.g.,
“Where is the tiny one?” into “The tiny one is where”). For
passive sentences (e.g., The basket’s held up by the balloon),
the NP to the left of the copula was considered the subject
rather than the NP performing the thematic role of agent. Because only the third person singular present tense form of the
copula (i.e., is) was examined in this study, all subjects were
accordingly third person singular subjects (e.g., it, the rabbit).
Each parent use of third person singular copula received
one of two codes. The first code, LSF, was added to parent
uses of third person singular copula that were contracted to
pronominal subjects (e.g., It’s not ice cream). Subjects were
considered pronominal if they were personal pronouns (e.g.,
it, he, she, mine, yours, theirs) or demonstrative pronouns
(e.g., this, that).
The second code, non-LSF, was used when the copula either appeared in its full, uncontracted form (i.e., is) or was
combined with a lexical NP subject, or both. Subjects were
considered lexical if they included a noun that was an openclass, content word (e.g., truck, dolly). Lexical NPs could include determiners (e.g., my bracelet; that way; this one) or
modifiers (e.g., the little dolphin) with no restrictions on expansions (e.g., a great big gap) or recursion (e.g., the man

Measures
The first two parent measures were the number of LSF copulas and the number of non-LSF copulas. Since the sampling
time was held constant at 1-hour long, frequencies of parent
copula use could be used. The overall amount of copulas
heard by each child may affect his or her copula acquisition,
so frequencies were preferred to proportions for the correlations described below. Using proportions, for example dividing LSF by all copula use or total utterances, could have obscured each parent’s level of general talkativity [37]. Proportions of LSF copulas out of all copulas are provided for descriptive purposes only.
The three child outcome measures were USC at 27 months,
USC at 33 months, and the growth in USC between 27 and 33
months (i.e., a difference score calculated by subtracting USC
at 27 months from USC at 33 months). First, all utterances
coded as containing a copula were listed. From there, unique
combinations of subject+copula were counted. See Figure 1
for a sample calculation with all uses of copula forms from
one child, Anne. Children were only given credit for combinations that were likely to have been produced productively [cf.
31]. To receive credit as a unique combination, copula forms
of am, is, are, was, and were needed to be either uncontracted
(e.g., The fringe is lots of colors; Anne, 33 months) or contracted to a lexical NP subject (e.g., The light’s on; Aran, 33
months). Combinations were only counted once so that children were not credited multiple times for repeated identical
combinations (“There you are” and “Here you are”; Liz, 33
months). A subject could be repeated if a different form of
copula was used (e.g., It is vs. It was; Nina, 33 months). A copula form could be repeated if combined with a different subject (e.g., train is vs. elephant is; Carl, 33 months). The unique
uses were then totaled at each of the two measurement
points. Finally, the difference in USC between the two mea-
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All utterances with copula

Unique subject + copula combinations credited
27 months

What is that?
That is not right.
There it is.
Is it all gone?
This is my Christmas present.
Is it now my birthday?
Where are you?
They are.
This is in there.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

That + is
It + is
This + is
You + are
They + are
= 5 USC at 27 months

33 months
These ones are orange.
Who is other James?
These are babies.
The fringe is lots of colors.
This is her box.
And he is now.
There he is.
And that one is.
And these ones are.
And mines is.
Am I?
Here we are.

1. These ones + are
2. Other James + is
3. These + are
4. The fringe + is
5. This + is
6. He + is
7. That one +is
8. Mines + is
9. I + am
10. We + are
= 10 USC at 33 months

Figure 1. Sample calculation of growth in USC for Anne. The first occurrence of each unique subject+copula combination is bolded. Credited combinations
are numbered to illustrate scoring.

surement points was calculated to measure the growth in
children’s copula productivity.

each child for USC at both 27 and 33 months. Disagreements
on the copula uses credited as USC were resolved through
consensus.

Reliability
Reliability was established for parent LSF copulas, parent
non-LSF copulas, and child copulas. Reliability was established for parent coding through a calculation of inter-rater
agreement. After the second author coded all parent utterances, the first author randomly selected three of the 11 transcripts and independently coded them resulting in percent
agreement values of 99.4%, 97.1%, and 97.5%. To establish
coding reliability for children’s uses of copulas, the first author
checked every copula code in child utterances and examined
all child utterances without a copula code to ensure no instances had been missed. Three changes were made across
the 27-month transcripts and eight changes were made across
the 33-month transcripts out of 52 and 161 total copula uses,
respectively. All changes were instances of auxiliaries that had
been incorrectly coded as copulas. Lastly, the first author examined the scores that the second author had assigned to

Analyses
To address the first research question, variability in the structure of the copulas parents directed to their children was
characterized. Mean, standard deviation, and range were determined for each of the three parent measures and each of
the three child measures.
To address the second research question, how parent copulas related to children’s subsequent growth in subject-copula
combinations, two Pearson product-moment correlations
were run. The first correlation was between parents’ use of
LSF copulas and children’s six-month growth in USC. The second was between parents’ use of all other third person singular copulas (i.e., non-LSF) and children’s six-month growth in
USC. To confirm that a Pearson correlation was appropriate
for detecting a relationship between parents’ copula input and
children’s growth in USC over six months, we first determined
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Table 1. Individual data and descriptive statistics for parent copulas, child USC, and 6-month growth
Parent copulas at 23 months
LSF

Child USC

Non-LSF

Copula is

27 months

33 months

6-mo Growth

Anne

90

35

21

5

10

5

Aran

205

173

78

2

22

20

Carl

142

29

19

4

10

6

Dominic

126

44

24

2

10

8

Gail

161

126

96

2

9

7

Joel

107

54

53

2

4

2

John

94

53

34

5

3

-2

Liz

111

49

23

5

13

8

Nina

223

147

90

6

17

11

Ruth

155

95

76

0

3

3

Warren

122

131

66

4

5

1

M

139.6

85.1

52.7

3.36

9.63

6.27

SD

43.4

51.1

28.3

1.86

6.00

5.87

LSF, limited scope formulae; USC, unique subject+copula combinations; Copula is, total parent uses of third person singular copula is.

that each variable followed a normal distribution using a Q-Q
probability plot. We then confirmed that the assumption of bivariate normality was not violated [38,39]. For the two-tailed
tests, the correlation significance level was set at 0.05.

ticeably increased to 6.00. This change indicates that at 27
months, children were more similar to one another in the
number of subject+copula combinations produced, with the
maximum number of combinations at six. At 33 months,
however, one child produced 22 unique combinations. On average, children increased the number of unique combinations
produced by 6.27, with a maximum change of 20 additional
combinations between 27 and 33 months and with all but one
child demonstrating growth.
Pearson correlations revealed differences in how each of the
two types of parent copula related to the difference in children’s number of USC between 27 and 33 months (i.e., growth
in USC). First, there was no significant relationship between
parents’ use of LSF and children’s growth in USC over 6
months (r = 0.534, n = 11, p = 0.091). However, there was a
strong positive correlation between other instances of parent
copula is (i.e., non-LSF and children’s growth in USC; r = 0.729,
n = 11, p = 0.011).

RESULTS
On average, in one-hour samples of input directed to their
children at 23 months, LSF copulas outnumbered non-LSF
copulas (i.e., M = 139.6, SD = 43.4, R = 90-223 vs. M = 85.1,
SD = 51.0, R = 29-173; Table 1). In other words, parents used
copula is contracted to pronominal subjects more than other
uses of copula is (i.e., with a lexical subject or uncontracted).
When considered as a percentage of all forms of is directed to
children, forms contracted to pronominal subjects accounted
for 64.5% of parent copula is, on average. One parent’s use of
is contracted to pronouns accounted for 83.0% of all her 23
month uses. For all parents, provision of is contracted to pronoun subjects accounted for at least about half of is use (i.e.,
min = 48.2%). Most of the eleven children (n = 10), excluding
Ruth, were using copula forms in combination with lexical NP
sentence subjects at 27 months. At this measurement point,
children on average produced 3.36 unique subject+copula
combinations (SD = 1.86; Table 1). Children’s variability in
unique subject+copula combinations increased over time.
Whereas the average number of unique combinations at 33
months had increased to 9.63, the standard deviation had no-

DISCUSSION
In this study, we explored how parents differ from one another in provision of copulas directed to their toddlers when
children are just beginning to produce the copula themselves.
Further, we asked how parent copula provision relates to children’s subsequent growth in copula productivity when the
structure and linguistic environment of the copula are consid-
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ered. Our hypotheses about the relationships between parent
and child measures were mostly supported by Pearson correlations. The relationship between parent use of LSF-like copula and children’s later unique combinations of subjects and
copulas was non-significant. That is, parents’ use of LSF-like
copula input was not related to children’s copula productivity.
On the other hand, parent use of non-LSF copulas was.
These results are important firstly to our general understanding of parent input characteristics and secondly to how
children take advantage of input for learning individual grammatical morphemes. Recall that parents varied in how many of
their child-directed uses of is were contracted to pronominal
subjects. Some parents’ provision of is was more evenly split
between instances contracted to pronouns and other instances
(i.e., uncontracted or lexical contractions), whereas other parents contracted is to high frequency pronoun subjects up to
80% of the time. Despite this variation, a primary finding of this
study was that generally parents used pronominally contracted
copula is (e.g., it’s, that’s) more often than all other
subject+copula is combinations (e.g., The tiger’s; The tiger is).
This type of LSF input could be less helpful to children whose
own use of copulas is just emerging. First, when copulas are
contracted to pronouns, the sentence subject is less likely to
have a concrete referent. Second, high frequency combinations are more difficult to segment using statistical learning.
Third, LSF copulas are phonetically reduced in that the vowel
portion of the word is is not phonetically realized. Taken together, these observations may explain why the use of input
such as it’s, what’s, that’s and the like were unrelated to children’s growth in copula productivity. Even though the non-LSF
copulas included some contractions, all contractions included
in this measure were lower frequency lexical noun phrase subjects. In those instances, it seems possible that the rarity of the
subject afforded easier segmentation from the copula.
Not all copulas in parent utterances were related to children’s copula growth over six months. Only non-LSF copulas
were related to children’s growth. It is possible that parents
generally use enough non-LSF out of all copulas for frequencybased measures to have been significantly related in early correlational studies. That is, it has already been established that
the amount of parent talk is positively related to a variety of
child outcomes [25]. Yet, this study predicted that a particular
structure (i.e., copula) in a specific context (i.e., non-LSF)
would be more useful to children than in other contexts (i.e.,
LSF). We based this prediction on both statistical learning
theory and current theoretical explanations for children’s

gradual development of morphosyntax [8]. Our measures
went beyond only counting copulas in parent input and again
in children’s utterances. By quantifying parent copulas with
consideration for the presence of contraction and for the subject type, and by only counting uses of children’s copulas
likely to reflect productive grammatical knowledge, this study
uncovered a relationship between measures. Specifically,
children who heard more non-LSF copulas demonstrated
greater growth in copula productivity between 27 and 33
months of age, but children whose parents used a great deal
of LSF copulas did not necessarily demonstrate growth. Based
on these results, it seems possible that non-LSF copulas in the
input are easier constructions for children to analyze than
copulas in LSF.
The results of this study align well with more recent investigations into relationships between parent and child copula
use. Rispoli et al. [27] also considered the presence of contraction in parent copula is by coding uses as full or contracted
and considering how each of those types interacted with syntactic position. Some full (i.e., uncontracted) parent copulas
positively related to children’s later use of is, but only when
appearing in declarative sentences. Rispoli et al. [27] did not
classify parent subjects with copulas as pronominal or lexical
as we have here, but their finding that parent copulas in whquestions negatively related to children’s use of is, is highly
compatible with our own finding that pronominally contracted parent copulas did not support children’s general (i.e.,
all conjugations) copula productivity. Rispoli and Hadley [28]
measured copulas in parent input and in children’s utterances
in different ways than we have here, yet also found relationships between measures that are congruent with the present
findings. They reported that greater diversity in the words surrounding copula is in parent input was positively related to
children’s is productivity. In the present study, we classified
the subjects that parents combined with is more narrowly, as
pronominal or lexical, to home in on exactly what types relate
to child outcomes. It is logical that our findings resemble
those of these prior investigations, because using pronoun
subjects can only increase the diversity of subject types to a
limited degree, but parents can combine an infinite number
of unique subject types with copulas when using lexical NP
subjects. Overall, these findings are more supportive of explanations of language growth centering on gradual expansion of
a unified tense marking system through the acquisition of abstract features. Our parent measure included only third singular copula is, but it was positively related to the outcome mea-
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sure, which included all of children’s unique uses of copulas
including am, are, is, was, and were. Thus, our results provide
support for the notion of cross-morpheme facilitation [7,8].
This study did not directly test predictions of alternative accounts that center on one-by-one abstraction of morphemes
from input. Constructivist views posit that much of children’s
initial uses of grammatical morphemes occur in lexically specific constructions which they have heard in parent input [40].
In our study of children who were just beginning to use the
copula, we did not credit children for the very copula constructions that made up the majority of their parents’ copula
input (e.g., that’s, what’s). Despite this, children’s gains in a
measure of all forms of the copula was related to a parent
measure that only included is, and that was taken at a time
preceding children’s expansion of the copula into multiple
types (e.g., am, were). In other words, parent provision of
third singular present tense copulas was positively related to a
measure of children’s copula use in all person and number
intersections. Based on classic studies showing relationships
between parent and child use of grammatical structures, it is
likely that either or both parent measures (i.e., LSF and nonLSF copulas) are related to children’s growth in their own use
of copula is, whether contracted or uncontracted [25]. However, since much of children’s copulas are rote-like, performing this analysis would not move us as a field toward understanding what type of input promotes children’s productive
uses of the copula.
In situating these findings with other studies of English acquisition, we must address the relevance of the mothers’ dialect. Tag questions (e.g., It’s yours, isn’t it?) are prevalent in
some dialects of British English [41]. The potentially high frequency of isn’t raises the question of how children acquiring
British English make use of transitional probabilities to sentence elements following is including predicate NPs or pronouns, modifiers, and negation words. As the present study focused on the transition from subject to copula and the majority of copula forms occur in active declarative clauses, narrowing in on the transition from copula is to the word following it
was outside the study’s scope. An investigation of this kind
should give special attention to the phonetic production of
isn’t in tag questions rather than relying on orthographic transcriptions so that instances of innit, used in some varieties of
British English, can be detected and classified appropriately.

ward explaining previous methodological challenges in the
measurement of children’s grammatical growth. Specifically,
the findings shed light on why some children’s tense/agreement marking accuracy appears to decline over time then increase again. Pine et al. [40] measured the accuracy of tense
and agreement morphemes in the Manchester corpus (i.e.,
the majority of participants in the present study). Of the children included in both the present study and in Pine et al. [40],
Anne, Aran, and Warren demonstrated such a pattern of temporary decline in copula accuracy scores, yet all three demonstrated growth in USC, a productivity score, as did seven of the
other eight participants (see also [31]). Scores dropping over
time then later increasing is inconsistent with the gradual development observed in productivity scores. It is possible that
the children whose parents used the highly frequent pronominally contracted LSF copula (e.g., it’s, that’s) are susceptible
to measurement error [11,31]. Specifically, children’s grammatical knowledge may be more likely to be overestimated, as
indicated by inflated accuracy scores, when their parents provide tense information that is highly formulaic and phonetically reduced. Therefore, the findings of this study could help
identify children for whom this type of measurement error is
likely to be observed.
The findings of the current study also hold implications for
both parents and clinicians working with children at risk for
delayed acquisition of tense and agreement morphemes. We
suspect that LSF copulas are especially likely to appear in test
questions (e.g., What’s this called?). If a future study confirmed this, parents and clinicians could be encouraged to
comment on the environment. Commenting should have the
effect of proportionally reducing test questions and increasing
the combination of names for things with third person copulas (e.g., The bowl is full; [33,42]). Adults’ input of copula
forms is more likely to resemble LSF simply by virtue of using
pronouns as subjects because copulas are more likely to be
contracted when the subject is a pronoun such as it or that
[43,44]. On the other hand, providing explicit information
about objects and surroundings with lexical NP subjects
could promote growth in USC by decreasing children’s reliance on rote memorization. Recent work has provided evidence that when parents are taught to increase the diversity of
their own sentence subjects through other-focused commenting, their children later use more diverse third person subjects
themselves and use more adult-like tense and agreement
marking compared to peers [45,46].

Methodological and clinical implications
First, the results of this study contribute new information to-
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Future directions
There is room for further refinement of our parent measure.
First, we do not know if one type of the non-LSF copula (i.e.,
uncontracted or lexically contracted) drove the correlation
between parent input and child outcomes. A finer-grained
coding scheme could detect a more precise relationship. Second, future research could explore specifically which types of
uncontracted (i.e., full form) copula is are most helpful for
children learning grammar. In the present analyses, we collapsed all full forms together. It is possible that some full forms
are more helpful than others based on word order or sentence
position (cf. [28]). To our knowledge, no researchers have
quantified the relative frequency of different types of full form
copula is in the input of British English-speaking parents,
which may significantly differ from American English in copula provision because of highly frequent tag questions.
A future study could take advantage of the methodological
benefits of productivity scores to address the debate regarding
whether children’s initial knowledge of copulas and auxiliaries is restricted to lexically-specific constructions. Wilson [44]
reported that Nina [36] and Adam [24] each demonstrated
very different rates of provision for morphemes across pronoun subjects (i.e., He’s vs. I’m). Pine et al. [40] addressed this
discrepancy taking participants’ knowledge of individual
morphemes into account. They reported that children in the
Manchester corpus had higher copula accuracy with it and he
subjects than with I subjects. A future investigation could explore the stability of specific subject+copula constructions
with a productivity-like score to address this question without
the pitfalls of accuracy scores. Such an investigation could uncover whether cross-morpheme facilitation is present or if instead children’s use of copula morphemes relates to parent
provision of those copula forms specifically.
Lastly, the children in the current study were typically developing and the sample size was relatively small, so future
work is needed to explore how parent copulas relate to children’s growth in USC in at-risk populations. Furthermore, socioeconomic status was not a primary consideration during
recruitment of the Manchester or Suppes corpora. As families
were middle-class, we are limited in generalizing these results
to other family backgrounds.

types of sentences. Some parents were far more likely to use
copula is with low-frequency subjects or without contraction.
The study also substantiated the notion that children do more
with grammatical morphemes in the input than merely take
statistics on the frequency of occurrence. Furthermore, this
study indicated that not all copulas in parent input are equally
helpful. Some uses benefit children more, facilitating gains in
using the copula more creatively, as demonstrated by children’s combining copula forms with a variety of subjects.
Children with parents who used low-frequency subjects and
uncontracted copula forms expanded their own use of the
copula across person, number, and tense combinations more
than their peers who heard more LSF-like copulas used in the
input. Investigations of parent provision of grammatical morphemes should be sure to consider both the phonetic form of
tense morphemes and the structure of the sentences in which
they appear. Such examinations of children’s language development should also consider measures of growth that display
stable increases over time. Only by carefully classifying input
and by using appropriate measures can relationships between
input and grammatical growth be better understood.
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